perspectives together. I argue that airport spaces contain important areas of not only mobility but also immobility, and that passengers not only are watched but do the watching, too. It is put forward that these immobilities and practices of watching are inextricably tied to one another, and are bound up in the politics of airport function and design. This is not to explore the CCTV systems, surveillance practices, or airtraffic control technologies that are utilised by the airport itself. Instead, I am choosing to focus on how spectatorship is bound up in the different ways in which airports are used and moved through.
Marc Auge¨(1995) describes the partial`glimpses' a traveller receives of landscapes, a series of`snapshot' images. His account highlights the movement of passengers, what Andrew Wood (2003) has described as the invoking of a`continual fluidity'. But these descriptions miss how passengers are often made relatively immobile, encouraged to dwell and stay within specific areas of the airport space. Following this argument, I pursue the notion that airport authorities attempt to create spaces where passengers are more likely to spend money and time, and they do their utmost to hold them there. Yet, the focus of this paper is not an investigation into the psychological explanation of consumer spending, but rather how and why passengers are arranged in space. I suggest that this occurs through a process of positioning or`holding' that the airport attempts to control and predetermine through the management of spectatorship.
My interpretation is not built through the machinations of surveillance, as is the usual use of Michel Foucault's asymmetric arrangement of power. For Foucault (1977) those under surveillance are encouraged to internalise particular ways of acting, unsure of whether they are or may not be being watched. In opposition to Foucault's thinking, I want to understand the forms of power in airports which involve the ordering and arrangement of the observer, not the observed. For Jonathan Crary this is:``an inversion of his panoptic model in which the subject is made an object of attention and surveillance '' (1999, page 73) . Rather than romanticise the virtual mobility of spectatorship through which the body becomes an`immaterial irrelevance' (Irigary, cited in Friedberg, 1993, page 32) , I discuss what happens to bodies during spectatorship and how airports organise the immobility of the passenger through the creation of observation points and viewing technologiesöspatially positioning the passenger within particular areas of terminal space.
This process, I want to argue, is not a mere accident. It is directly related to airport economics and implicit to the logic of the passenger's journey through the building. For Hugh Pearman,``the design of airport terminals ... [is] largely based on the assumption that passengers will spend, spend, spend '' (2004, page 10) . I will show how they persuade people to spend through the design of spaces for spectatorship.
It must be noted that this paper is not intended to provide any kind of interpretation of all airports. Nor is it intended to suggest that the airport is deterministic of passenger behaviour. On the contrary, these systems in many ways do not work and are not envisaged or intended by the planners. What I do hope to present, using several interviews with airport architects and airport employees, and from my own experiences, is a critical discussion of how airports attempt to create spectatorship and passenger positioning, how they think these work and why. (1) (1) The empirical material used in this paper has come from a period of archival research, informal interviews, and personal observations carried out during 2003^04 on a particular airport. Because of the commercial sensitivity of the material it has been necessary to keep the airport studied anonymous. However, it must be understood that the points made and the examples used can be applied for many other airports, and are understood to be common practices in airport design and management.
Geographies of the spectator
In a recent paper, Nigel Thrift stated that:``It is, above all, this anonymous history of knowledges of position and juxtaposition which I want to search out, the familiarû nfamiliar knowledges of how human and nonhuman actants can be transported and aligned '' (2004, page 176, emphasis in original) . His search for the unconscious technological``bending of bodies-with-environments to a specific set of addresses'' (page 177) has drawn out thousands of repetitive performances that humans with technologies make happen. Following this aim, I want to explore how practices of observation and spectatorship are bound up in some of these repetitive positionings, often for the purposes of retail consumption.
Using a variety of different approaches, scholars have examined spaces of consumption from the supermarket to the shopping mall (Crewe, 2000; Crewe and Lowe, 1995; Gregson et al, 2002a; Williams et al, 2001 ). Much of this work has drawn on the concept of the spectacle following Guy Debord's Society of the Spectacle (1970) , the work of the Situationist International, and discussions of consumer manipulation by writers from the Frankfurt School such as Theodor Adorno and Max Horkheimer and also Walter Benjamin (Clarke, 1997; Clarke et al, 2003) . For Debord, a spectacle was not merely an individual event or an image, but referred to the totality of the visual. Visual images were seen as the mediator of social relations and capitalism, which alienated and distanced people from control over the forces of production (Hetherington, 2003; Pinder, 2000) . Although I do not want to ignore the burgeoning field of film geographies (Aitken and Zonn, 1994; Clarke, 1997; Cresswell and Dixon, 2002; Dell Agnese, 2005; Gold, 2001; Gold and Gold, 2002; Jones and Hillier, 2000; Kennedy and Lukinbeal, 1997; Lukinbeal, 2002; which has critically explored this work, the spatial context that the spectator inhabits, negotiates, and changes warrants further examination if we are to understand, more fully, how observation is practised and controlled (for an exception see Crang, 2002b) .
Of course, the discipline of film and television reception studies has built a strong tradition and understanding of an audience's interpretation of films and other media. But, all too often, the geographical, sociocultural, and political context in which these media are watched is often ignored. For David Morley (2000) it is, therefore, not only the object but the context of spectatorship that must be explored. That the spaces and the circumstances of spectatorship may have important effects upon the consumption of films and television shows is seen within Mark Jancovich et al's (2003) recent study of the geographies of cinema use. They argue that the design of cinemas, their atmosphere, and even their branding have important impacts upon cinemagoers' consumption experiences and identities. Academic journals such as the Journal of Design History and Home Cultures have also examined the place of television within spaces of domesticity (Spigel, 2001) . For instance, David Gauntlett and Annette Hill's text (1999, page 38) provides one of the few studies that have suggested that television is a``primary determining factor in how households organise their internal geography and everyday timetables'' (original emphasis). They seek to conduct research where audiences are. Following this aim, I want to suggest that the practice of spectatorship is inextricably linked to its spatial context, to the subject of its attention, and to power.
The relationship between observation, space, and power has been usefully explored through the field of surveillance studies. If we follow Foucault's (1977) study of Jeremy Bentham's panopticon we know how the fear of the prison officer's gaze was used to ensure the correct behaviour of prison inmates. For Foucault, surveillance overtook the spectacle through the architectural and visual apparatus of power, producing disciplining machines such as prisons, hospitals, and barracks. This form of surveillance has been explored in various guises and forms by many academics (Goss, 1995; Graham, 1998; Herbert, 1996; Koskela, 2002; Lees, 1997; Ogborn, 1993; Philo, 1992; . However, Foucault's notion misses the important positioning and power relations that are involved in observation and spectatorship. Of course, in his notion of thè spectacle of the scaffold' (1977) Foucault explores the power relationships enacted by the spectacle of the public hanging. Yet this overlooks the various disciplining procedures used to control how the spectacle was observed. It is the purpose of this paper to explore not the control of the observed but rather the observer itselföpositioned in space.
Following Crary's (1990; work on the history of observation and spectacle in the 19th century, one can understand how spectacle and spectatorship can produce bodies just as controlled as those under surveillance. Crary shows that these forms of spectatorship were aimed at creating attentiveness in the observer. This inverts Foucault's notion of surveillance and spectatorship to produce observing docile bodies. For Crary this involved the willing enrolment of individuals into these arrangements so as to produce the efficient and profitable utilisation of camera equipment. Under Crary's thesis one could rethink the relationship of the prison officer in Bentham's panopticon architecture. Now, the officer can be understood as a willing participant in an apparatus of which he or she, too, is made docile by a system that structures his or her vision, attentiveness, and position in a particular way. At the extreme, the officer does not even need to be present for the panopticon to function. Thus, the panopticon enlists the prison officer into a visual but also spatial architecture of position and spectatorship.
It is unsurprising that traditional spaces of spectatorship, such as the cinema and the theatre, have employed similar architectural practices to the panopticon and resulted in similar forms of immobility. The circular form of the building and individual seats were combined with practices of spectatorship to lock the cinemagoer into his or her seat. Similarly, trains have been argued to work in this way; the immobility of the passenger is juxtaposed with his or her view of the landscape hurtling by (Kirby, 1997) . As Anne Friedberg notes:``these forms depended on the immobility of the spectator, a stasis rewarded by the imaginary mobilities that such fixity provided '' (1993, page 37) .
The stasis Friedberg mentions has been a common theme surrounding spectatorship and attention. For instance, early philosophical and psychological notions of attention proposed that the body adopts particular embodied positions, movements, and forms. For Henri Bergson in Matter and Memory:``Attention is first, an adaptation of the body. Negatively it is the inhibition of movement '' (1950, page 121) . The force of attention required to`arrest the body' in motion was a primary feature of Bergson's and other psychologists' thought. For example, at the time of Bergson's work the journal Mind featured several articles on this subject (Stout, 1891 ). Spiller's Dynamics of Attention uses the example of calling a dog in a street to show this:`I shout across the road`Caesar'. The dog instantly turns. His head and neck, his limbs, his tail, his whole body in short, appear rigid and motionless. His eyes are vacant. His breathing, I suspect has almost ceased' ' (1901, page 512) . In short, spectatorship seems to require certain bodily positions from which optimum observation and sufficient attention can be ensured. As a physiological response, spectatorship may encourage stasis and immobility in the spectator. Yet, distance and sight lines are also important factors in the optimisation of one's attention and spectator experience. Depending on one's personal preferences and individual tastes, some positions are preferred to others. However, these factors may be connected not only to physiological limits and socially and culturally influenced tastes but to the relationship between humans and technology.
In Crary's (1990) study of various camera and imaging devices, the technological relationship between the observer and the machines produced limits and affordances that worked to shape the way they could be used, and, in particular, the position of the spectator. For Crary, technologies such as the camera obscura, the stereoscope, the phenaistokope, or the diorama required a structuring of the observer's position and movements to meet and align with the machinic assemblage of the camera. Crary writes that this confounds Foucault's notion of observer and observed, spectacle and spectator; the observer was produced through:``new procedures of discipline and regulation'' (Crary, 1990, page 112) . These forms of observation may also be constructed through varying techniques and technologies. Crary provides the examples of differing camera and observing technologies that not only immobilise people but also individualise and separate them. The camera technologies managed people unconsciously and consciously, intentionally and unintentionally, into systems to ensure their most attentive mode of observation. By so doing, this organised spectators into specific spatial and bodily forms of position.
The physical and mental positions the spectators are encouraged to take up are just as important as the actual content of the spectacle. For Crary, these technologies produced static, immobile, and individualised observers:`S pectacle is not primarily concerned with looking at images but rather with the construction of conditions that individuate, immobilize, and separate subjects, even within a world in which mobility and circulation are ubiquitous. In this way attention becomes key to the operation of non-coercive forms of power'' (1999, page 74, emphasis in original). If we take Crary's thesis forwards towards contemporary technologies, the power of the television to capture attention and create positions can also be discussed. Screens and televisions in public spaces may seem unimportant; one may think that televisions are`just a thing' and that they say little about spatial experience or social relations. Anna McCarthy's text Ambient Television (2001) contradicts this view entirely. For McCarthy:``Television may indeed be`just an appliance', but appliances like all commodities, are complicated discursive objects.'' She goes on:``In their design and placement, to say nothing of their sanctioned patterns of use, everyday machines, gadgets and apparatus speak volumes about the social structure, and power relations of the environment they inhabit'' (page 118).
Thus, investigating the spatial positioning of television screens and the material they deliver can reveal much about their intended effects upon people. McCarthy, similarly to Crary, describes how these screens may immobilise and arrange the position of people within space just like the camera technologies of the 19th century. She argues that the spatial positioning of the television works to:`p osition peopleönot necessarily the empirical persons who work, wait and relax within eye and earshot of a particular screen but certainly the spectator positions these persons are encouraged to occupy within the social organization of the space and within larger networks of power as well '' (2001, page 119) . Similarly, Crary equates the positioning of the television screen with other technologies of spectatorship such as the personal computer:`T elevision and the personal computer, even as they are now converging towards a single machinic functioning are anti-nomadic procedures that fix and striate. They are mechanisms for the management of attention that use partitioning, and sedentarization, rendering bodies controllable and useful simultaneously, even as they simulate the illusion of choices and`interactivity' '' (1999, page 75). In summary, it is clear that spectatorship and spatial positioning are coconstitutive. Spectatorship encourages particular spatial positions of immobility, and particular arrangements of people, space, and technology must be employed to allow spectatorship. These technologies of spectatorship, if used for other purposes and in other places, may be implicated in different relationships of power and control. In the sections that follow, I examine what politics are woven into these architectures of spectatorship and position in the airport terminal.
And yet, I am not following this work unproblematically. It is not my purpose to suggest that spectators are all affected by these processes, or that they are permanently locked in these positions. As Giuliana Bruno notes, previous accounts of spectatorship have tended to overstate the immobility of spectators:``the spectator has become a motionless subject, enraptured in a state of solitary reverie. Chained ... the spectator prisoner is fixed in place'' (1992, page 114). Indeed, as Mike Crang has gone on to show, observation can be rethought as much more than a passive practice; it is also an optical and haptic engagement. It is a reaching out:``an assembly rather than receiving'' (2002b, page 22). I do not want to repeat a rendering of a horror such as the scene Crang warns us of in which people are``living couch potatoes in which the transfixed spectator is bombarded by thousands of images crossing the living room each day'' (page 14). I hold Crang's aversion to the thoughts of writers such as Paul Virilio, who suggests that people are:``Held immobile, by all the devices that permit action at a distance'' (pages 14^15).
Instead, it must be accepted that spectatorship can involve limitless numbers of minute and micro movements such as:``shifting around in the seat, more or less conscious modification of facial expression, occasional comment under the breath, laughing ... pursuing intermittent verbal or gestural relations'' (Metz, 1976, page 86) . The German art historian Erwin Panofsky wrote in his classic essay that:``the spectator occupies a fixed seat, but only physically, not as the subject of aesthetic experience. Aesthetically, he is in permanent motion as his eye identifies itself with the lens of the camera which permanently shifts in direction and distance'' (Panofsky, in Friedberg, 1993, page 126) . In other words, spectators can be mobile, too. It is not the purpose of this paper to deny the body's active participation in spectatorship. The oversimplification that Bruno and Crang discuss is not my intention, for I do not want to sideline the microbodily mobilities that take place during spectatorship. It could be argued that passengers are never immobile, but only relatively so in relation to the building or each other. In this paper I show that airports are designed with this in mind in order to create relatively stationary passengers öto encourage passengers to occupy particular spatial positions physically. I show that airports may hope that spectators will gather around particular spaces for particular periods of time. They may well be actively mobile as they do so, but this mobility is constrained within the spaces of the airport's choosing.
In the next section I situate airport design within the complex political, economic, and social forces that shape airports before turning to some specific examples of these practices and architectures of spectatorship in airports.
Airports: a short social, political, and functional history What airports are for and do is not a stable thing. Their most basic function is to facilitate the movement between passenger (or goods) and aircraft, yet this basic movement or modulation requires a host of other procedures and processes. Combined with other secondary and tertiary functions, what the airport does has changed markedly over its history as it has become an incredibly complex structure (Edwards, 2005) .
At the beginnings of airport expansion, retail concessionaries were not first thought of as an essential component of an airport's income. Indeed, many historians and academics have illustrated how local authorities and municipal bodies (Myserscough, 1985) often owned airports. These terminals were constructed to promote a sense of civic pride and duty (Bednarek, 2001) . Airports also developed from rivalries between individual cities that competed to provide the best airport or sometimes the most interesting and futuristic design (Humphreys, 1999) . Local authorities often took the brunt of an airport's frequent need to be bailed out of its revenue shortfalls.
It did not take the airports long to support their running with nonaeronautical activities. S E Veale's commentary on aviation in his Airliners and Airways of Today (1947) describes the financial viability of concessionaries such as bookstalls, restaurants, and even cinemas at airports. These were meant to cater not only for the small numbers of passengers but also for the public:`T heir contributionsöusually in the form of rentöto the airport's total income is often considerable, and the tendency, now, is to provide, within the airport buildings where traffic circulates, as many such services as can reasonably be accommodated without interfering with the smooth and efficient flow of traffic through the airport'' (pages 283^284). These extra-operational services were not always seen in a positive light as a result of their effect upon airport mobility. In his famous essay on``The obsolescent airport'', Reyner Banham wrote:``Certainly, the emphasis lies increasingly on the continuity of the process of transportation, rather than the monumental halting places along the way'' (Banham, cited in Pearman, 2004, page 152) .
By the late 1970s the political, economic, and social landscape of air travel was transformed. This would increase not the continuity of airport mobility that Banham appraised, but the number of halting places he detested. Air travel had become less expensive through the introduction of wide-body jets capable of carrying more passengers and of flying further than any aircraft before. By 1978 this was combined with deregulation in the United States as the government relinquished control over airline competition and air-route duplication. This not only impacted prices but saw airlines converge in enormous hub airports. These became the focal points of the air-travel network, from which smaller regional airports would serve as spokes: feeding local passengers to the hub airports for more long-distance flights (Doganis, 2001; . This had massive impacts on the ground in the size and design of the hub airports, and on the passenger's subsequent journey within the terminal building (Doganis, 1992) . Although smaller regional airports were used less and less as destinations and places to visit, the time which passengers would have to stay in the new airports was significantly increased; passengers would wait until their adjoining flight arrived and could be boarded. These new (im)mobilities were combined with international terrorism, which turned airports into filters. Airports constructed securitỳ pinch points' in order to sort wanted from unwanted flows (Lyon, 2003b; 2003c; Wilkinson and Jenkins, 1999) .
The combination of these changes resulted in passengers being forced to wait one, two, three, or more hours before their connecting flight, considerably increasing what is known as`dwell time'. Furthermore, the hub airport had to be significantly larger and more complex to facilitate the millions of passengers who would pass through each year. This meant that it now took much longer for passengers to negotiate their passage through the terminal building. In light of this, airport operators were encouraged to profit from the passenger's presence (Freathy and O'Connell, 1998) . The boredom of waiting became the predominant incentive for passengers to spend time and money (Rowley and Slack, 1999) . Mark Gottdiener comments that:``By stretching out terminal space ... an opportunity was created to increase the retailing function of the airport. Since that time, the merger of the mall with the terminal has become the principal innovation in airport design'' (2000, page 15).
Rapid changes in airline and airport economics and legislation were also encouraging commercial income to become far more crucial (De Neufville and Odoni, 2003; Doganis, 1992; Freathy and O'Connell, 1998; Graham, 2003; Wells and Young, 2004) . As Freathy writes:``Traditionally, airports have been administered and controlled either by central or local government or a state appointed body '' (2004, page 192) . The privatisation of the airports from local authority ownership and central government in the United Kingdom was introduced so that the state could avoid the costly capital expenditure needed to invest in and run airports.
The subsequent 1986 Airports Act turned all airports in England and Wales with a turnover of »1 million or more into a public limited company. In the case of the British Airport Authority, which ran Heathrow, Gatwick, and Stansted and several others, the company was privatised into BAA plc in 1987. It quickly moved to implement its`air-mall' concept which it now runs in several other airports both nationally and internationally. Large owners of airport portfolios such as BAA also benefited from`economies of scale' as expertise of persons could be shared between airports; relationships would be built up with clients who wished to develop retail facilities at multiple sites (Freathy and O'Connell, 1999; . Airports such as Gatwick, Heathrow, Chicago, LAX (Los Angeles Airport), Singapore's Changi, and others have become shopping destinations. Sudjic's commentary on BAA illustrates this change:`F rom the moment that you step on the robot train which insists on clearing its throat and making a short welcoming speech on behalf of`Gatwick Airport in association with Canadian Club Whisky', as it takes you to the new North Terminal, you realise that airports have moved into an era in which travel is hardly the main issue'' (1992, page 152) Over the past five to ten years, other changes have impacted on the importance of commercial income and on the spatiality of the terminal (Freathy and O' Connell, 2003; Humphreys, 1999; Humphreys and Francis, 2002) . Most recently, September 11 had the effect of intensifying security and surveillance measures more than ever before. Temporally, this has resulted in much longer security processing times as passengers are encouraged to check in long before their flight is due to depart.
The incredible growth of`low-cost' airlines such as easyJet, Ryanair, Flybe, BMIbaby, GO!, ThompsonFly, and others, not to mention SouthWest in the United States, has also been important given their impact on the geography of the airport in general (Francis et al, 2003; . The cut-throat and intense competitiveness of the industry has brought about a new model of deal structured between the airlines and airports. As regional and low-cost airports have grown up in the United Kingdom, such as those in Newcastle, Bournemouth, Bristol, and Liverpool, they are able to tempt low-cost carriers to use their facilities by asking for almost nothing in return for the airlines to land their planes (Doganis, 2001 ). Low-cost airlines also dislike large hubs because of the complexities and the difficulty in operating 25-minute aircraft turnaround times. What follows from these changes is a careful balance and negotiation between airports and airlines. From the airline's point of view it is advantageous for passengers to move through the terminal as quickly as possible, so that they may avoid delays waiting for lost or late passengers. Yet the airport wants passengers to dwell for as long as possible in the shopping and catering facilities provided. The result is a balance between mobility and immobility. Airports must increase`dwell times' by holding passengers in particular areas to encourage spending, before letting them go at the suitable point for them to make their flight.
Car parking has become one of the most obvious forms of immobility at the airport. In a conversation with an airport spokesman, he explained to me that expensive car parks are part of the nature of modern airport economics:`p arking in an airport is not necessarily a cheap option. And we make no excuses for that, people will often criticise because they've paid more for their parking than their flight. That's not because the car park is so expensive but it's because the flight's ridiculously cheap'' (interview, airport director of public relations, 2003). In essence, passengers pay less for their flights through a low-cost airline (partly) because (one of the reasons is that) the airline pays little or no landing fee to the airport. The airport regains this shortfall through the time the passenger spends using the airport facilities such as the car park.
The economic and political changes discussed have had important impacts upon the spatiality and temporality of airport terminals and on subsequent passenger mobilities. For Pascoe there is a tension between mobility and immobility:``it is a mediation between flight and confinement' ' (2001, page 14) . These immobilities often benefit airports because they allow the airport to extract revenue from the passenger. Within the terminal itself, airport architects try to design their buildings in order to encourage passengers to linger in areas of high-density retail:`S o a primary part of my brief is to try and create spaces where people will linger, and to surround those spaces with shops [laughs] and obviously you know then the sort of airport side of it is secondary'' (interview, airport architect, 2003). In the following examples I will explore how these (im)mobilities are managed and ordered by different practices and supporting technologies of spectatorship.
The airport as an architecture of spectatorship Balconies Let us take examples from the first airports. Bruno's epic Atlas of Emotion has recently correlated the cinema with the transit spaces of the train station. Here she writes:`O n the era of the cinemas invention, a network of architectural forms produced a new spatio-visuality. Such venues as arcades, railways, departmental stores, pavilions of exhibition halls, glass houses, and winter gardens, incarnated the new geography of modernity. They were all sites of transit. Mobilityö a form of cinematicsö was the essence of these new architectures'' (2002, page 13). It is unsurprising, then, that from the outset the purpose of airports and airfields was something other than travel, as the first aerodromes were intertwined with spectacle and spectatorship. Robert Wohl describes Wilbur Wright's demonstration of aeronautical technology as an``uncanny ability to transform itself into a form of spectacle and art'' (1994, page 100). Air shows and galas in Europe attracted throngs of people to airfields. Wohl's description of the first flying meets at Rheims in 1909 illustrates how the airports were able to capitalise on the excitement and glamour of aircraft:``A large and well stocked buffet restaurant, decorated with festoons of electric lights in the form of pearls, was created to fulfil the appetites of those able to afford it'' (page 101).
In the United States Charles Lindbergh toured the country in his Spirit of Saint Louis generating crowds and interest at airports. Airports became the effective theatres for these events. In Germany they functioned as the stages for political spectacles and party propaganda through Hitler's prewar flights. Crary writes how:``Air travel thus functioned as a conveyor of the image of the leader, providing a new sense of ubiquity '' (1989, page 104) . Indeed, the May Day rallies pinned the theatre metaphor strongly upon Berlin's Templehof Airport as enormous Nazi demonstrations and Hitler's 45-minute speech were held in front of hundreds of thousands of people (Pascoe, 2001 ). Yet people came to watch even the most banal of airport activities. The American architect William E Arthur wrote that``Air races, air circuses, and even everyday aeronautical activity find eager throngs at every airport'' (Arthur, cited in Gordon, 2004, page 28) . People also came to absorb the glamour and celebrity that was aviation. While the rich and famous travelled, the lower classes watched from the sidelines.
Many airports began building facilities to cater for and to encourage aircraft spectatorship, not only for the air shows and galas described above but also for the mundane and everyday activities of flight. Some airports developed as and alongside recreation spaces featuring swimming pools and open spaces of greenery (Bednarek, 2005) . Plans were underway in Enterprise Alabama for a nine-hole golf course to intercept the airport runways (Gordon, 2004) . People arrived and found that the most ideal vantage point was the terminal balconies. The balconies facilitated the proximate positioning of spectators to the airport apron. People came to watch, record aircraft, and enjoy the sensory encounter of the noise and vibration the aircraft produced. The early development of airports in Europe saw many terminals built with viewing galleries and terraces; passengers and local people could come and watch aircraft. The new terminal buildings had roofs which:``were designed as platforms for the viewing of public air shows or simply for enjoying the daily routine of aeroplanes landing and taking off '' (Smith and Toulier, 2000, page 22) . In creating these viewing spaces for spectators the airports were able to make money. For instance, at many airports an entrance fee was required in order to gain access to watch the aircraft. It was also common practice to surround these viewing areas with retail opportunities. Smith and Toulier write:`T ogether with its commercial concessions restaurants, bars, barbers, newsagents, tobacconistsöspectators could make a valuable contribution to an airport's revenue'' (2000, page 22). Airports such as Liverpool, in the northwest of England, were developed with a viewing terrace to allow passengers and local citizens to watch the aircraft take off and land (Butler, 2004) . Such was also the case with Hamburg^Fulsbu« ttel, the airport Speke was modelled on. It was supposed that the spectators of airports would not only help finance them but also one day use them. At the opening of Leipzig Airport's terminal restaurant, built with glass to offer the celebrated views of the aircraft, one commentator wrote:``Visitors who remain in comfortable restaurants while observing the airplanes as they alight and depart are certain to become patrons of the air transportation lines'' (cited in Gordon, 2004, page 85) . In this sense the balconies contributed to the formation of aviation enthusiasm and interest: what has been known as`air-mindedness' (Adey, 2006a) .
These buildings were designed with several tiers overlooking the apron, with views comparable only to the control tower above them. Alistair Gordon writes how Wayne Airport in Denver had rooftop terraces that offered a 3608 view of the airfield (2004). Le Corbusier had noted the splendour of the airport's wide open spaces, allowing Cosgrove's comparison of London Heathrow to the Palladian country house to be even more complete with these early designs (Cosgrove, 1999) . Like the country park, the terminals were at the centre of hangars and administrative buildings, and offered perfectly uninterrupted vistas of the surrounding landscape and aircraft movements. Such environments created an ambience of luxury, excitement, and romance. The airport became a civic amenity to travel to in order to enjoy the atmosphere. As Robert Bruegmann describes:`P eople would drive out to the airport to watch the planes take off and land and to eat in elegant restaurants. In this way a particularly well equipped airport ... with its dining terrace, post office, bank, observation lounges, restaurants, shops, recreation centre, movie theatre, 500-seat night club, and 62-room hotel, continued the tradition of the great nineteenth century railroad terminal'' (1996, page 205).
The nonaeronautical arm of an airport's income would then support the aeronautical operation and revenue. This form of design was not uncommon in the interwar era and a new breed of airport design emerged, intended to act as a local destination for an interested and potentially air-minded public (Adey, 2006a; Corn, 1983; Wohl, 1994) . Rather than being a space to travel through, the airport was to act as a place for the spectator to visit, watch, and spend money. The design fixed passengers into spatial positions of spectatorship. The longer they were held there the more money the airport would make and the more interested spectators were supposed to become.
In this sense, airports were built as destinations for the spectatorial experience of aircraft. They relied upon the enthusiasm, wonder and also glamour of aviation and aircraft. An airport's material construction acted as a technology of spectatorship and position, focusing people's attention towards the airfield while charging money to access these spaces and positioning them within close proximity to cafe¨s, restaurants, and other concessionaries. Yet, because of security constraints, terraces and viewing platforms are rarely constructed in the airport terminals of today. Airports must now use other but similar strategies of spectatorship and attention within the airport terminal itself, the intention being not to lure people to the airport because they are already there, but instead to position them within particular zones of the space.
Windows
Consider windows. Much like the shopping mall, or covered arcade, shops in the contemporary airport use windows to create viewing spaces to catch passenger's eyes. Airports are designed like malls and high streets, structuring movement to expose people visually to as much retail frontage as is possible in order to maximise the profit from the space. Many outlets are bordered by windows and window displays to create a``site of seduction for consumer desire'' (Friedberg, 1993, page 65) . Here, moving passengers, whisking their way around the retail space, may be made immobile by gazing at the shop window. Obviously, this type of spectatorship is more glancing and temporary than the balconies, and it is used to draw consumers into the shop.
Yet, the argument I am pursuing in this paper is not necessarily about how passenger movements are shaped, but about how they are contained and encouraged to linger in specific areas of the space. Unlike shopping malls, airports also use windows to offer views. For Gillian Fuller, windows signify how airports:``exult in a spectacle of outside '' (2002b) . Indeed, the most obvious windows in airports are the huge glass sheets that construct views of the runways, apron, and surrounding landscape. New airport designs are shedding the modernistic architecture of the 1950s that celebrated cheapness and efficiency, resulting in dark and claustrophobic interiors. Now airports are being built with light and vision in mind. The terminals structure perceptions of the outside environment through strategically positioned windows. If one explores the literature on the design of airport catering areas, the emphasis is often on view and vision. For instance, Robbie Gill has written in the airport trade journal Airport International that:`W ithin most mature airports the real battle is for frontage. Every airport designer tries to preserve views over the apron and aircraft, which is often in direct conflict with the commercial team who are continually fighting for retail frontage. Restaurants and cafe¨s and bars can offer the solution, by locating them against the fac°ade, views are preserved whilst still retaining the commercial benefits of trading from prime commercial space' ' (Gill, 2002) .
In accordance with Gill's point an airport architect explained that one of the strategies he or she used to immobilise people was to construct viewpoints that look out over the apron and local landscape:`W ell take the landside, which is before you go through security control, we basically built this space up high in the building so it's got really nice views out over, well I say really nice [laughs] , well it's got views out, let's put it that way. Within that area, you've got a central hub which is a sort of cafe¨seating area. And that's where people want to go and relax '' (interview, airport architect, 2003) . Much like the terraces before, the windows permit the terminal building to become invisible. It is a selectively`naked airport' (Gordon, 2004) .
Before I go further into the window we might also notice the seating areas which the architect describes and the function of chairs. Although chairs are made and constructed in many different ways, we can notice the important visual and spectatorial structure of their placement, type, and positioning. As Martha Rosler writes:``The seats in most waiting areas are individual buckets screwed to the floor in rigid patterns that, in an effort to prevent sleeping, enforce isolation' ' (1994, page 70) . These seats help to individualise and cellurise people (Cranz, 1998) . People sit as individuals, and sometimes interact as such (Schivelbusch, 1986) . Doing this helps to keep people around particular areas of space. Passengers are therefore encouraged to take the load off their feet.
However, the seating must also be understood with regard to where it is positioned, in which direction it is placed, and what views and spectacles it affords. In the instance of this window, much of the seating is positioned around the view. By having a glass frontage, these areas of terminal space allow long views over local scenery and over the apron, creating focal points for passengers to stop and mill around in. The view forms a pull for the attention of the passenger. According to Rachel Bowlby, the purpose of the windows is to``pull [the passenger] from one space to another, to move him mentally and stop him physically' ' (2001, page 63) . Although the view is supported by the seating and tables, this attention technology is more flexible than the early observation technologies Crary (1990) describes. The seats are not screwed down, so passengers are able to turn their chairs away from their fellow passengers out towards the window, re-enacting the arrangements of theatres and cinema halls where one's attention is focused away from fellow spectators towards the spectacle (Crary, 1999) .
The use of windows here is an old advertising trick. Bowlby shows how this can be drawn back to psychological writings on windows and consumerism in the early 20th century (2001) . Instead of encouraging people to enter the shop, the airport windows are built for the purpose of locating people around the views they create. The architects then surround the area with spending opportunities. In one area I visited there is a total of four catering facilities which surround the space. A burger bar, a coffee bar, a pub-like bar, and a canteen-style outlet dominate the space. An architect said to me:`B ring them up here. And really there's a band of retail which goes around that. So they're exposed to that each way they look really. They've passed through the bar at this end. Looking out really over the [landscape] and the apron's planes. And you'd be amazed really, every time I go in to the airport they stand by the windows all day. There's a fascination with it'' (interview, airport architect, 2003, my emphasis). The purpose of the window is, therefore, to`arrest' movement, by drawing people's gaze and by capturing their attention (Crary, 1990) . As Bowlby explores:``The window is like a painting. It is clearly framed, set off behind its exhibiting glass, and draws spectators to it as if something designed to be looked at'' (2001, page 59). The passengers are positioned in the space so that they are in the architects and retailing speak, exposed to retail opportunities.
The infectious pull of the view was also demonstrated to me while I experienced a tour of an extension to a terminal building with an airport consultative committee of local authority leaders and councillors. We stopped for at least ten minutes to take in the view out of the terminal and across the surrounding landscape. It was a bright and sunny day and I watched as the airport management and several guests discussed the different places and landmarks that could be seen from the window of the new pier.
However, passengers are interested not only in the view of the surrounding landscape. The window does not just frame a scene to create a static work of art. We can follow Bowlby who also compares its effect to the theatre or cinema:`I ts 3 dimensional space ... can ... make it appear as a stage'' (2001, page 59). Passengers are drawn to watch the spectacle of planes landing, unloading, and loading, and the complex movements and actions of airport personnel, baggage handlers, and engineers as well. In this sense, the glass windows and seating areas echo the balconies and terraces that drew so many people to airport terminals for a day out. One of the principal attractions of the spectacle is the speed and complexity of the famous`turn'. An aircraft lands, unloads, reloads, and takes off in this period. For carriers in the low-cost airline market, turnaround is expected to take around twenty-five minutes. For any airline, however, the turn involves the careful choreography of the movement of various actors. As a terminal duty manager explained:`Y our dispatcher on the ground, the aircrafts come in it's disembarked, he knows he's got a turnaround of 20 minutes ... . He's got to get his cleaners on, his caterers on if there is any, obviously [this airline] don't have any, the likes of the [other airline] do and the charters. So he knows he's got whatever his ground time is, he's got to get his passengers disembarked, the aircraft cleaned, refuelled, catered and passengers boarded on the outbound, within quite often 1 hour, on the charter flight, [the lowcost airline] is 20 mins but they don't have to cater it ... .The engineer will come on board as soon as the aircraft lands'' (interview, airport terminal duty manager, 2003). What the Southwest Airlines president describes as a``ballet of motion, each time we load and unload an aircraft'' (Calder, 2002, page 57) perfectly illustrates the theatrical spectacle of activities that take place on the airport apron. On any given day the seating area around the window would be packed with people. Even if it was quietö the peripheral areas of seating, that isöthe areas around the window would be full, leaving a hole of empty seats in the middle. People's faces and their chairs would be turned out, facing the window to watch the movement below. This positioning of the passenger works not only on the principles of the visual spectacle but through the noise and rumble of aircraft taking off. Heads turn and attentions are gathered as aircraft take off and people move to the window to see the origin of the noise.
Aviation enthusiasts are often present in these areas. At the corner of the window, one often finds a spotter with his logbook, pen, radio, and sometimes binoculars peering out to record the planes he spots. Indeed, the local aviation and airport enthusiast groups use these spaces as places to meet and enjoy a beer or a coffee. Spectatorship is therefore differentiated; the spotters and enthusiasts observe quite differently to a bored passenger, who may occasionally look up from his or her newspaper or be merely admiring the view.
Watching the movement of the planes offers a useful way to pass the time for passengers. It could be argued that the window frame theatricalises the movement of the aircraft below. Bowlby writes:`I nsofar as the window provides a`show', it is frequently compared not only to the theatre, but to that relatively new form of night-time entertainment, the cinema. The window, it is suggested, has to work harder than the cinema because its audience is not expectantly seated there but has to be drawn in'' (2001, page 59).
Unlike the train passenger's`panoramic perception', which is mobilised through the movement of the trainöanimating landscape and scenery (Kirby, 1997; Schivelbusch, 1986) öthe movement of aircraft animates the airport's view. Mimicking the cinema, this motion attracts the passengers' attention and observation. As Bowlby writes,``the window can learn from the cinema, the advantages of`moving images',`motion' pictures; the attraction of movement is presented as an established psychological fact'' (2001, page 60). The window, therefore, arranges spectators in specific areas of the airport. It grabs the passengers' attention and draws them to the space and a comfortable seat; they are now optimally positioned for retail spending.
Screens
Another technology that is used to position passengers can be seen in the informational architecture of the airport (Fuller, 2002a) . The interpretation of information in air travel, however, has had a somewhat split personality. Recent studies exploring the collection and transfer of passenger information have illustrated the increasing surveillance and control over the flying public (Curry, 2004) . Others such as J G Ballard have used the information points, such as the terminal departure screens, to symbolise freedom and choice. For Ballard:`t he individual is defined, not by the tangible ground mortgaged into his soul for the next 40 years, but the indeterminate flicker of flight numbers trembling on an annunciator screen. We are no longer citizens with civic obligations, but passengers for whom all destinations are theoretically open'' (1997, page 11). Because many airports are attempting to develop`silent' terminal buildings, the flight information displays (FIDs) are the dominant means of communication between airport, airlines, and passengers, rather than frequent tannoy calls. Where the FIDs are positioned, and where the watching passengers are expected to dwell in order to view the screens, may be imbued with the politics of consumer spending and profit maximisation.
There are proper operational reasons for the placement of the FIDs. The information needed by an individual is often based on where a person is in the airport. For instance, if they are in departures they will need departure information not arrival information. Therefore, a FID displaying flight times and related check-in desks needs to be placed near the entrance and check-in area. A passenger's access to information is, therefore, spatially distributed throughout the terminal building. The planners are confident that where this information (the FIDs) is placed will result in a buildup of spectators around these sites. The size and quality of the screens also determines the spatial limits from which the FIDs can be seen and interpreted, imitating the rigid proximities between observed and observer that technologies such as the stereoscope made necessary (Crary, 1990) .
The spatial positioning of the television screens works to position passengers who do not want to wander too far from them, thereby risking missing a call to their gate. The screens are considered within airport terminology to`hold' people; they have an invisible tether to passengers. For the airport architect:``there is no doubt that this is a means to hold people where you want them.''`W e don't want people wandering around the building ... . If people can be wandering down there at any time they want, then that has an operational effect on what's going on '' (interview, airport architect, 2003) . The screens keep people in specific spaces for operational considerations so that passengers do not miss the call for their flight, which can cause costly delays for the airlines.
Yet, the screens have an additional purpose. They locate people close to retail and concessionaries. By controlling the information distributed to the passengers, airports are confident that passengers will stay physically proximate to the location of the FIDs within the terminal building. An architect explained how this principle was considered carefully in the design. The quote illustrates the point that what is on the screens is not necessarily what holds people there. It is instead what the screens do not say that keeps people within watching distances:`I mean we can keep people there by not telling them where to go next. By not giving them information ... people are pretty much free to go where they want ... .We've got an information point there. It's got the monitors, the FIDsöwhat gate you go to. And we've got them scattered around the building at strategic locations. And that's information. And you can control the information you can give people, and get them to do what you want them to do basically. If you're not telling someone where to go, then they're not going to go this way or that way. They're gonna hang around, to wait to know where they should be going. So that's one way where again you can control that '' (interview, airport architect, 2003, my emphasis) . Given the expectation that passengers are anxious about the possibility of missing their flight, the airport expects that passengers will keep close to and within watching distance of the screens:``Most people are always keeping an eye out on screens, they want to keep close to know what they should be doing when they should be doing it'' (interview, airport director of public relations, 2003). Attention is seduced by the virtual or potential movement of the screens. Passengers are, thus, encouraged to remain constant spectators, as they are held in suspense while they wait for the screen to update (Pascoe, 2001) .
Other television screens are also used to control spectatorship and the spectator's subsequent positions. For example, screens are placed not only around retail areas of the space but also directly within them. One may notice television screens within bar and concession areas of an airport. When the airport was not so busy I experienced passengers accumulating around these screensöa natural lure for bored passengers. The imagery displayed on the screens is also important to this informational architecture. The channel displayed in the bar was often tuned to a music-video station. Although the music was often too low to listen to completely, given the ambient noise of passenger talking and plates clinking, passengers tended to focus upon the often sexually provocative music videos and performances.
Meetings
Airports have been used frequently as dramatic backgrounds in films such as the recent Love Actually (2003), in which the film began and ended amidst people meeting loved ones in Heathrow Airport. Steven Spielberg's The Terminal (2004), starring Tom Hanks and Catherine Zeta Jones, took artistic licence to tell the true story of an immigrant forced to remain in transit in an airport after his country underwent a civil war. Novels such as Leslie Thomas's Arrivals and Departures (1993) and Arthur Hailey's Airport (1968) also use the sociality of airports to set the scene and become integral characters in their fiction.
In one chapter from Arrivals and Departures the character Rona, an amateur artist, is sketching in one of Heathrow Airport's terminals. She comments to the character Richardson on the drama of the airport:``You get a whole lot of emotion in very few yards. People arriving, people departing'' she said. Richardson responds:``Greeters and weepers they're called ... it's as much about emotions as flight times. The airport is like a theatre, nothing's quite real'' (Thomas, 1993 , pages 24^248). These scenes may provide compulsive viewing for the silver screen, television, and novel, so it is not surprising that they also provide a spectacle of visual consumption within`real' airports as passengers`people watch'. Whereas in the 1930s airports the drama and theatre could be found outside on the apron tarmac as the rich and famous embarked and disembarked their flights, spectatorship has been turned inwards into the terminal space itself.
Gottdiener offers us his thoughts on the sexual and erotic promises of the visuality of the terminal. He writes:``Every type of person parades before us. We watch the crowd and are stimulated by sexual fantasies'' (2000, page 38). Pico Iyer writes that the``very best type of airport reading ... is the triple-decker melodrama being played out all around one'' (2000, page 57). Indeed, the international departure lounge in Melbourne Airport has become colloquially known as its own`wailing wall' (Webb, 2004) . In airports, there is a sense that the sheer boredom of waiting, while one is iǹ dwell time', leads one to take notice of walkers and of the dramas occurring nearby. For Gottdiener:```People watching' is ... highly rated as a time killer'' (2000, page 48). Certainly, whole books have been devoted to what to do when stuck in an airport (Baskas, 2001) . Harry Knitter suggests that the airport terminal is one of the greatest places to`people watch'. For Knitter (1996) , looking at the clothes and dress of passengers can reveal much about the airport's embeddedness within its host town or city.
This theatre metaphor gains purchase once more for Wood, who suggests that the airport works to blur prior distinctions of public and private as personal relationships and identities are suddenly performed to an audience or other travellers and passersby:`E ven the most personal practices in the fluid experience of terminal space ömeet-ing a loved one, talking to a distant friend, sleeping along a wall öassume a curious public quality. We observe the displays of affection ... . In short, we are witnesses to intimate moments as detached observers walking past ... terminal space communicates loudly that all inhabitants of this environment perform private dramas for a public audience ... . More than an invisible theatre, terminal space is a mobile drama whose actors and spectators are interchangeable '' (2003, page 338) . Clearly, these practices are quite different to the absentminded or intensive gaze out of the window. More discretion must be shown when people watching. However, if people watching is a major activity in airport terminals, perhaps it comes as no surprise that airports may take advantage of and indeed encourage voyeurism in order to make money. This again utilises spectatorship and the spatial positioning of passengers.
Benjamin's appraisal of the Parisian Arcades as`human aquariums' is surely an accurate description of airport terminals as they are effectively glass containers from which people look out (Benjamin, 1986) . However, the passengers' gaze is also attentive to the activities that go on within. For instance, many of the new airports such as Kansai International Airport, designed by Renzo Piano, have been built with platforms, gangways, and outcrops above vast circulation spaces. An area known as the`Canyon' in Kansai is deliberately overlooked by viewing positions high above the bustling activity (Binney, 1999) . Similarly, Norman Foster's Hong Kong International Airport features a steak-house-style restaurant which advertises its excellent position for people watching.
In many airports the arrivals area is designed in such a way that it mirrors the structure of an amphitheatre. In this instance, the spectacle is not the movement of aircraft but the movement of passengers disembarking and meeting loved ones, friends, and others. If we explore the design of an arrivals area we can see how the architecture of the space works to direct the public's attention towards the arrivals area and the drama of people meeting one another.
In a particular airport I experienced, the arrivals area takes the form of a doorway with an arrivals sign above it. Here, as in most airports, people agglomerate whilst waiting for their loved ones; friends, colleagues, and taxi drivers wait to pick up their passengers. As I wait in this space, the meeters and greeters arrive normally between fifteen minutes to an hour before the flight arrives. They continually watch the doorway waiting for the person to come through. (2) On the ceiling, just above the arrivals doorway, a FID screen is situated. Unlike the other screens around the terminal, the software controlling these screens is able to display different information (Adey and Bevan, 2006) . Rather than displaying departure information, this FID presents arrival information so that passengers can see when the flight corresponding to the person they are waiting for is coming in, and whether it is on time, delayed, or has landed. People continually look at this screen to find out the latest updates.
Surrounding this space in almost every direction is an area of retail. A coffee shop provides the perfect place to relax and wait. It also allows a good line of sight so that meeters may watch the doors, or it is just within viewing distance of the FID so they can see the latest status of the corresponding flight. One portion of the cafe¨has been constructed as a small satellite bar with bar stools and a high-top to place one's beverage. Yet, where one would normally expect to face the bartender, the bar faces the arrivals section. Sitting here, I would not have felt that out of place if I was holding popcorn or an ice-cream such is the spectatorial feel of the space. People are extremely attentive to the screens or to the doorway of arrivals.
The spectatorship practised by many of the people in this space works to position them in specific ways within the area. Although the architecture of the space might not resemble the grandiose interior design of a Victorian train station (Hudson et al, 1979; Meeks, 1957) , functionally speaking it is effective in inducing waiting and spectatorshipöacting as an architectural apparatus of observation. As people watch the screens, or other people meeting friends and family, they find themselves surrounded by spending opportunities.
Conclusion
In this paper I have provided somewhat of a rethink of airport mobility and terminal experience. I have illustrated how many airports have been constructed not only as places to travel throughöas sites of continual fluidityöbut as places to visit and spend time in. Spectatorship is fundamentally important to the construction of these immobilities.
These spaces of spectatorship encourage viewing and the relative locational immobility of the spectators. This airport immobility, I have argued, is dependent upon a complex assemblage of viewing technologies, spectacles, and bodily dispositions to viewing. Although these practices can vary considerably, they lock the observers into particular configurations with the subjects of their observation and with the architecture that supports it. It is in this sense that the airport functions as a sort of optical apparatus. The airport performs what Gilles Deleuze and Felix Guattari (1988) might label as`machinic enslavement' enlisting passengers as`intrinsic component pieces' of the airport vision machine. Spectators, the technologies of spectatorship, and the subjects of spectatorship are mutually reinforcing. While the technologies of spectatorship encourage passengers to become spectators, attentive albeit in different ways to a view or to a screen, the practices of spectatorship persuade passengers to take these (2) Note that airports also selectively hide spaces for spectatorship. Administration areas are hidden, and no photography is allowed in security areas.
positions too, as seating areas and retail shops are perfectly placed to welcome them. The spectator and the subject of spectatorship are also linked. The passenger watching from the terminal window is connected to the movement of the aircraft on the apron below. The plane's relative movement to the passenger creates the spectacle that the passenger is attentive to, and it also positions him or her in an optimum place for watching. It could be said that the aircraft's mobility provides the mooring for the passengers' relative immobilityötethering their localised movement to a delimited space and scale (Adey, 2006b; Urry, 2003) .
There is a politics to the construction of airport spectatorship and these immobilities. The examples I have discussed are bound up in the efficacies of airport commercialisation. Rapid changes in airport and airline economics have meant that airports must now recover as much revenue from the terminal building as possible without impacting upon safety, security, and airline efficiency. These points of position and immobility are constructed to induce and lure passengers to part with the money they may well have saved on their low-cost ticket. Rather than chaotic flows or a movement of continual flux, terminal mobilities may be reimagined as series of linear mobilities that meet barriers in certain areas before moving on again; it is a stop^start journey. Yet the structure of the building does not necessarily halt and stop passengers in the way of a barrier. Through the practice of spectatorship, mediated by the technological and architectural assemblages of the terminal building, the passenger is encouraged to take up a particular position. This has seen airports construct information points, knowing that passengers would not wish to stray too far, or viewing areas for passengers to overlook the apron.
To conclude, if we are to take airports and other transportation interchanges seriously as sites where mobilities are produced, we must not fail to explore how immobilities are just as fundamental to the airport process. Yet, this analysis cannot be left to the airport terminal. It has been argued that airports are often the testing ground for new forms of social control and social regulation; they are laboratories of experimentation (Fuller and Harley, 2005) . We must ask what are the implications for the geographies of spectatorship, attention, and position within everyday life? How might these processes transform our understanding of spectatorship and be constitutive of spatial relations in places other than the airport? What other spaces use these attention technologies to create immobility and spatial positioning? What other forms of spectatorship are used to manipulate and structure behaviour? Indeed, why should this focus be limited to the visual field when it could encompass the sensory reception of noise, smell, taste, and touch? Only with significant inquiry will we see.
